
Insight TM

Powering production efficiency

Maximise ROI with print 
production analytics

For Fiery Driven™ 
cutsheet devices



Print business owners want to identify and implement best practices on the shop floor to  

improve production. To do that, you need a solution that passively collects production 

data, then turn it into actionable intelligence.

EFI Insight lets you captures print production data  
and transforms it into valuable trend analytics
EFI™ Insight™ is a free cloud-based production analytics application. Insight lets you capture 
production data from all your Fiery Driven™ cutsheet printers. It then analyses data and presents 
key metrics in an easy-to-understand format. You can drill down into day-to-day print production 
analytics or examine performance over time, and use this knowledge to drive efficient production. 
Insight helps you:

• Monitor printer utilisation analytics and take steps to maximise uptime

• Use job by source information to identify opportunities to increase the use  
of automated workflows

• Compare print device performance, identify production bottlenecks, and share  
data with operators so they can act to increase productivity

• View the Job Log to check the list of printed jobs from each print device  
as well as export the data for future analysis

Gain print production visibility  
to boost productivity

Get a deeper view of your print production performance over time.



Benefits of a cloud-based 
production analytics application

Achieve higher production performance
By collecting data over time and transforming it into 
trend analytics, you can understand past performance 
and take actions to improve future outcomes. With 
Insight, you can see the device utilisation rate, how 
operators are submitting jobs, the total number of 
impressions printed, media usage, and more — so you 
can act to increase production.

Capture production data from printers at the same 
or different locations and summarise key production 
metrics side by side so that you can identify and correct  
inefficiencies in your production environment. With 
Insight, you can view error events and duration, 
production-blocking events such as out of paper or toner, 
paper jams, offline devices, and more in real time, so you 
can make the right decisions to increase productivity.

Insight

Get full visibility to your
printer performance
anytime, anywhere.

Compare
Side-by-side comparison of key metrics

to identify winning trends as well as
areas that need improvement.

Job Log
Access key production
metrics and export data

to eliminate
manual data entry.

Trend
Day-to-day analytics
or historical trend to

answer capacity planning
device usage and

workflow efficiency
questions and drive

changes in your business.
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, 
ceramic tiles, and personalised documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends,  
and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines  
the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity.  
Visit www.efi.com or call 0808 101 3484 (UK only) or +44 (0)1246 298000 (UK),  
or +61 (0) 7 3625 9200 (ANZ and Asia Pacific) for more information.
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Gain production insights with EFI Insight
• Capture your production data to make it more accessible and usable.

• Leverage your past production data to improve future performance.

• Benchmark your production performance to improve shop floor productivity.

Achieve production transparency by capturing production data from all your  
Fiery Driven cutsheet devices and transforming it into analytics for free.  
Sign up now at iq.efi.com

View and compare your print device performance and identify production-blocking events. 
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